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 Robert S. McNamara. Blundering into around effected by McNamara and those nuclear weapons, McNamara has engaged
 Disaster: Surviving the First Century of who worked with him in the Pentagon, in a tireless effort to educate the American
 the Nuclear Age. New York: Pantheon the State Department, and the White public to the simple fact that nuclear devices
 Books, 1986, 212 pp., $14.95 House. The risk of nuclear war was are not usable weapons. He has written a

 reduced, as was the U.S. ability to make number of articles, among them an Atlan
 When Robert McNamara became sec- the facile and dangerous assumption that tic Monthly essay in which the gang of four

 retary of defense in 1961 under President we would use nuclear weapons in any were joined by six others, including the
 Kennedy, he assumed the command of a conflict. author of this review. He has also spoken
 military establishment equipped and That the Kennedy and Johnson throughout the country, and testified before
 trained to fight only nuclear wars. A 1954 administrations did not go further toward congressional committees.
 Eisenhower directive instructed the mili- eliminating reliance on nuclear weapons Yet, there exists remarkably little
 tary to procure forces and plan on the is a tribute to bureaucratic inertia. The interest in efforts to move the United States
 assumption that nuclear weapons would increasing distraction of Vietnam also away from its reliance on the false god of
 be used in any sustained combat. worked against change in strategic doc- first use. Conservatives and the adminis

 This directive was soon withdrawn trine, as did the resistance of our NATO tration remain fixated on the short-run cost

 but, effectively, nothing was put in its place. allies, educated by American leaders for of moving away from the current NATO
 The U.S. military services were told that eight years about the "realities of the nuclear strategy of employing nuclear weapons
 they could neither count on being given age" and the perceived need to rely on when "necessary" to defend Europe. The
 authority to use nuclear weapons nor that the immediate first use of nuclear weap- peace movement has abandoned the freeze
 they should assume that such permission ons. and now focuses on deep reductions, defeat
 would be forthcoming. No President since As McNamara makes clear in this vol- of particular weapon systems, and the
 has cleared up the ambiguity. Thus, the ume, continued reliance on the nuclear defense of existing agreements. As impor
 military and the nation live with an ambig- threat was not a tribute to common sense tant as these objectives may be, they are
 uous and dangerous policy. Despite this or sanity. The security of the United States not a substitute for a change in our fun
 uncertainty, military plans to fight both and the Western allies has, he argues, rested damental strategy nor can they be accom
 conventional and nuclear wars are based for years on the mistaken belief that the plished without the redirection McNamara
 on an assumption, deemed "necessary," threat of first use was necessary to deter advocates.
 that U.S. forces will be given permission Soviet attack and that it was possible to As long as U.S. policy rests on the
 to use nuclear weapons to prevent defeat use nuclear weapons in ways that would threat of the first use of both tactical and
 in a conventional conflict. be of benefit to the alliance. The author strategic weapons, we will not be able to

 Now, in this important book, his first sums up his view of reality succinctly as accept proposals such as a complete test
 since ending his self-imposed public silence follows: ban and the elimination of ballistic mis
 while presiding over the World Bank, Rob- • NATO's existing plans for initiating siles. Moreover, we will not be able to
 ert McNamara proposes that we finally the use of nuclear weapons, if imple- make the necessary adjustments in our
 fully abandon the Eisenhower policy and mented, are far more likely to destroy deployment of nuclear weapons or in the
 base our military plans, defense budgets, Europe than defend it. actions we take in a crisis. Until and unless
 weapons developments and deploy- • Whatever deterrent value remains in our plans and policies proceed from accep
 ments, and arms control positions on the NATO's nuclear strategy is eroding tance of the simple fact that nuclear devices
 assumption that it would never be in our rapidly and is purchased at heavy cost. are not weapons and cannot be used to
 interest to initiate the use of nuclear weap- • The strength, and hence the deterrent fight wars, our military posture will increase
 ons. capability, of NATO's conventional the probability of accidental war, and will

 Anyone who has studied the nuclear forces can be increased substantially hamper improvements in our conven
 policies of the Eisenhower administration, within realistic political and financial tional capability. A first-use strategy cre
 with its talk of nuclear weapons as "con- constraints, (p. 121) ates an ongoing risk that a serious crisis
 ventional" weapons, and its drive to dis- will either expose our threats as incredible
 perse nuclear devices around the world, If anything, I would argue that or will destroy the world,
 can appreciate the importance of the turn- McNamara underestimates the dangers of In the historical portion of this slim

 the current strategy. At the same time, he volume, the former secretary of defense
 is, I believe, overly optimistic in asserting reminds us that we can stumble into crises
 that there is growing support for the alter- that do not necessarily end without war.

 Morton H. Halperin served in the McNamara native posture that he recommends. Since His is a voice in the wilderness. Until this
 Pentagon as a deputy assistant secretary of he joined with three others— McGeorge nation heeds his call and comes back from j
 defense. He is author of a number of works on Bundy, George F. Kennan and Gerard C. the brink, we will be in danger of stum
 nuclear strategy including Nuclear Fallacy, Smith—five years ago in the famous "Gang bling into the nuclear holocaust that we
 just published by Ballinger. of Four" article advocating no first use of all seek to avoid. act
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